FOREST LEGACIES 2018:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND WHAT LIES AHEAD
Prepared by Dr. Dominick DellaSala

Photo: British Columbia Coastal Range as seen from Alaska airlines commercial flight (D. DellaSala

THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM-OF-THE PARTS
The Forest Legacies initiative of the Geos Institute is on a mission! We view forests as the
nation’s first line of climate change defense. We advocate for protecting standing (unlogged and
primary forests) forests as climate sanctuaries (also known as carbon “sinks”) and use the latest
science to propose responsible forest management that protects communities from wildfires. We
do this essential conservation work from local (southwest Oregon-northern California), to
regional (Pacific Northwest), to continental (western North America), to international (primary
forests). As we close out the year, we summarize our key accomplishments and thank our
supporters as we look ahead to 2019.
.
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STANDING FORESTS AS CLIMATE SANCTUARIES
What, Why, and How: Scientists have known for some time that old-growth forests from the
Pacific Northwest to British Columbia and Alaska are exceptionally rich in plant and wildlife
species. But now we have a new discovery – these same forests absorb much of the dinosaur
carbon we release from our cars and power plants, helping to make our climate safe. The latest
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report and Scientists Second Warning to Humanity
(both projects that Geos Institute has been involved with) have said that time to save the planet
and the climate is quickly running out. They warn that unless we keep warming below the 3
degrees F (currently ~2 degrees F increase globally) climate-safe threshold, impacts to society
will only worsen. Simply put, we cannot ensure a safe climate without forests as sanctuaries.

Photo: Old forests from California redwoods to BC and Alaska are global carbon “sinks” (D. DellaSala)

Following our ground-breaking 2015 publication, led by the Center for Sustainable Economy,
“Clearcutting Oregon’s Future,” Geos Institute was selected by Oregon Governor Kate Brown to
serve on Oregon’s Global Warming Commission forest carbon task force. The Task Force
recently completed report findings to the Oregon legislature and Geos Institute was then assigned
to a legislatively mandated forest carbon Stakeholder Group advising the Oregon Department of
Forestry on best practices for climate-safe forestry. We will soon release our findings regarding
how Oregon’s forests can be greatly improved as a carbon sink through forestry reforms. This
work has the potential to expand to other regions as carbon monitoring protocols are developed.
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Looking Ahead: Geos Institute will continue to work with the forest carbon groups to ensure the
best available science is used in reforming forestry practices for climate safety regionally and
nationally. Notably, we are in the process of negotiating a major project with the Catholic
Church, the world’s largest landowner, and a partner in our forest carbon project. The Church is
looking to manage their forest/woodland holdings to offset some of their emissions from
Catholic-owned hospitals. Stay tuned as this project continues to develop!

TONGASS SANCTUARY IN TROUBLE AGAIN!

Photo: Tongass roadless area, southeast Alaska (D. DellaSala)
What, Why, and How: The Tongass National Forest in southeast Alaska is the crown jewel
of the national forest system. Towering spruce-hemlock forests live for hundreds of years,
absorbing up to 8% of the nation’s annual carbon emissions. Alaska is also on the front
lines of climate impacts (+3.5 degrees F since 1960s, melting glaciers, displaced native
villages). Fortunately, over 9 million-acres of roadless areas (more than half the entire
Tongass forest) are the region’s best hope for climate sanctuaries (based on Geos Institute
published science). They are also essential to the regional economy benefiting tourism,
fishing, and subsistence users and producing far more jobs than logging. Unfortunately, the
Trump administration proposes to open up roadless areas to developments that would
undermine the region’s globally important climate benefits. Geos Institute is part of a
national coalition of conservation groups, hunters, and anglers working to protect the
Tongass. We provided science input on the importance of roadless areas, published opeds
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in regional papers, and sent a letter from 235 scientists to the Forest Service opposing
roadless area rollbacks.

Photo: Transitioning logging to young forests will help save Alaska’s changing climate (D. DellaSala)

We also completed field-based inventories of young-growth forests to show how logging
could be quickly moved into previously clearcut but now reforested sites, a much smaller
land-base than the agencies’ plans for more old-growth logging. Our proposal would also
result in a net climate savings because logging small trees emits far less carbon.
Looking Ahead: To push back on the Trump administration’s logging proposals, we need to
fully document roadless area benefits to Alaska communities (including estimated climate
costs of logging). Meanwhile, in partnership with local timber mills, we are proposing a
study to determine the economic value of young trees so they can be used to replace old
growth logging. This study is vital for showing how a soon-to-be emerging “wall-of-wood”
from young forests is preferred to a “wall-of-litigation” from continued old growth logging.

HOLDING THE LINE ON THE WORLD-CLASS KLAMATH-SISKIYOU (BORDERLANDS
PROJECT) CLIMATE SANCTUARIES
What, Why, and How: Nearly 1 million acres of roadless watersheds along the OregonCalifornia border (“borderlands”) were identified by Geos Institute as a potential climate
sanctuary. Older forests in this region provide relatively cooler places than sun-exposed
clearcuts. In 2016, we proposed the borderlands to President Obama as the nation’s first
climate sanctuary worthy of national monument protections. Instead, he granted
temporary (20 years) protections from industrial mining until the area could be
permanently protected by Congress.
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Photo: The world-class Illinois National Scenic River prominently featured in our 2016 climate sanctuary
national monument proposal (D. DellaSala).

The reoccurrence of wildfires in the area has prompted the same “restoration logging”
narrative playing out across the West. We worked with Oregon and California
congressional delegation and our conservation partners to effectively fight these proposals
and support protective legislation.
Looking Ahead: Maintaining borderlands’ connectivity is a principal priority of our work.
In this regard, we will:
▶ Continue to work with our conservation partners in blocking post-fire logging
projects that damage the region’s character;
▶ Improve and advance protected areas proposals by the Congressional delegation;
and
▶ Support conservation partners (KS Wild, the Selberg Institute, and others) in
proposing landscape connectivity around the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument
(a known “biological crossroads” for wildlife dispersing across the region).
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GEOS INSTITUTE’S CLIMATE SANCTUARY SCIENCE GOES GLOBAL

Photo: Dominick DellaSala, Mary Booth (Partnership for Policy Integrity), and Michelle Connolly
(Conservation North, background) on a bio-blitz in the inland BC rainforest near Prince George.

What, Why, and How: Geos Institute co-authored the first global map of the world’s
remaining primary (unlogged) forests in the science journal Conservation Letters and a
mapped-based assessment of the last wild places (roadless areas) on the planet in Science
magazine. These projects were then used to help launch new initiatives and build forest
coalitions, including International Action for the World’s Primary Forests (also known as
IntAct), Stand4Forests, and the Sierra Club’s forest-climate program that we featured at
California Governor Jerry Brown’s recent climate change summit. We received a three-year
grant from Griffith University in Australia as part of a global network of primary forest case
studies (Russia, Europe, Australia, North America (our study), tropics).
For our case study, we chose the inland rainforest region of British Columbia along the
western slopes of the Canadian Rockies because it’s one of the world’s rarest rainforests
and is under immense logging pressure (Canada’s “Brazil-of-the-North”). Working with our
local partner, Conservation North, along with the Conservation Biology Institute and
students from the University of Northern British Columbia, our field crews have been “bioblitzing” (rapid field-based forest inventories) ahead of logging companies so we can call
attention to these fast disappearing rainforests. Our preliminary findings resulted in a
letter signed by 227 scientists calling for stepped-up protections featured by Canadian
news outlets.
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Photo: Canada’s “Brazil-of-the-North.” Pictured are ancient cedars deemed uneconomical after logging and
left in piles to rot. Through bio-blitzing we hope to call attention to the importance of these remarkable
rainforests as essential to Canada’s climate change commitments (D. DellaSala).

Looking Ahead: We will complete bio-blitzes, document the regional rate of logging, and
determine logging-related carbon emissions. Our studies will support local and regional
conservation groups calling on the BC government to protect inland rainforests for climate
benefits as part of a region-wide old growth campaign. Working with the international
case-study team, we will publish a global study on primary forest climate benefits.

DON’T GET BURNED BY BAD FIRE POLICY
What, Why, and How: While western forests are nature’s phoenix, rejuvenating and
benefiting from wildfires, the public is increasingly worried about smoke, damage to
homes, and loss of life due to wildfire. These concerns, unfortunately, have translated into
aggressive, landscape scale logging proposals that destroy the forest renewal process while
not making communities any safer. Through our fire-climate research, we published
articles that connect recent wildfire increases (acres burning) to extreme fire weather
triggered by global climate change. We used this information, along with how logging is
increasing fire risks to communities, to help block pro-logging proposals on federal lands.
And we helped our partner (John Muir Project) to document how severely burned forests
in the Sierra region rejuvenate soon after fire - contrary to assertions that they need
“restoration logging.”
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Photo: Landscapes propagated by clearcuts like this one in western Oregon are like gasoline for fire, as
documented by Geos Institute and partners (e.g., John Muir Project, Center for Biological Diversity). This
image was taken during August smoke season on an Alaska Airlines commuter flight (D. DellaSala).

On the policy side, we met with congressional aides in Washington DC several times to
oppose pro-logging measures in the House Farm Bill. And we sent letters to the Senate
signed by over 200 prominent scientists calling on Congress to block this egregious
legislation. Thankfully, the controversial measures in the Farm Bill have stalled out and are
not likely to pass with the recent election turn over. Our policy work also was featured
nearly every week in news stories locally and nationally.
Photo: “Smoke Summit” in Ashland, Oregon,
organized by State Rep. Pam Marsh and
attended by hundreds of concerned local
residents. Articles appeared weekly in local
papers with proposals to log forests gaining
traction. Geos Institute is working with local and
regional partners to counter pro-logging
proposals (D. DellaSala).
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Looking Ahead: The public is hitting the panic button on wildfires mainly because of
smoke, a belief in logging can stop wildfires, and the lack of comprehensive science-based
solutions. Geos Institute has been a science-based voice of reason, solving for what is best
for community safety and fire-dependent ecosystems. We will continue to advance a fiveprong strategy at local (Rogue Basin, southwest Oregon), regional (Sierra to Pacific
Northwest), and national (DC policy) levels that includes:
1. Defensible space for homes in fire-prone areas – using proven home safety methods
we aim to reduce risks to homeowners while taking the pressure off logging in the
backcountry, which does nothing to protect homes;
2. Informing decision makers about how sprawl is increasing fire suppression costs
and putting lives at risk (i.e., need for zoning);
3. Forestry reforms to end clearcut logging and other destructive forestry measures
for fire- and climate-safety;
4. Fire risk mapping to document how extensive logging increases wildfire risks; and
5. Storing more carbon in forests by protecting them from logging while keeping fossil
fuels in the ground.
Meanwhile, the Forest Service will soon release its “bioregional assessment” of the
Northwest Forest Plan that governs national forest management on 24 million acres from
Washington to California. Geos Institute submitted extensive comments signed by dozens
of conservation groups on how the agency’s science synthesis was lacking forest
protections. We are now gearing up for this next phase of the plan’s revision (early 2019),
which will likely propose rollbacks to forest protections (mid 2020).

IN CLOSING
Conservation is a long-term
investment regardless of who
is in power in DC. As we look
ahead, we will join hundreds of
scientists and conservation
groups upholding decades-long
conservation gains while
beating back policies that
overturn protections. We will
work with decision makers to
make our case for a rational
fire policy that is climate ready
at local to national scales.
Sometimes this will mean
going global to pressure the US and other governments. And we will continue to grow our
network of over 1,000 scientists who routinely sign on to our letters to decision makers.
We are a science-based organization with a passion for biodiversity, climate security, and
ecologically responsible decision making in some of the world’s most important forests. We
could not do this work without visionary partners and donors like you. THANK YOU!
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